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This article documents DSN support for the Galileo cruise to Jupiter. The unique
trajectory affords multiple encounters during this cruise phase. Each encounter had
or will have unique requirements for data acquisition and DSN support configu-
rations. An overview of the cruise and encounters through the asteroid Gaspra
encounter is provided.
I. Introduction
The Galileo mission is designed to make long-term in-
vestigations of the Jovian system by using a spacecraft
comprised of a Probe and an Orbiter. After being released
on the initial approach to Jupiter, the Probe will enter the
Jovian atmosphere and make in situ measurements; its
data will be relayed to Earth by the Orbiter. The Orbiter
will then enter orbit around Jupiter for an approximate
two-year, ten-orbit tour of the Jovian system. This arti-
cle will only address DSN support and operations during
the early cruise phase, through the asteroid Gaspra en-
counter in October 1991. Earth-2 encounter, asteroid Ida
encounter, Probe support, and Jupiter operations will be
the topics of future articles. Figure 1 is included as a mis-
sion overview.
The Galileo spacecraft (Fig. 2) was launched on Octo-
ber 18, 1989, on the Space Shuttle Atlantis (STS-34). A
Earth gravity assist (VEEGA) trajectory to Jupiter. The
Galileo VEEGA trajectory is shown in Fig. 3. Following is
a description of the Galileo cruise and the included DSN
support, as well as planetary and asteroid encounter sup-
port during the cruise period.
The Galileo interplanetary cruise has been divided into
the following phases for planning purposes:
(1) Earth-Venus cruise: October 29, 1989-February 19,
1990.
(2) Venus-Earth cruise: February 19, 1990-April 29,
1991.
(3) Earth-Earth cruise: April 29, 1991-March 15, 1993.
(4) Earth-Jupiter cruise: March 15, 1993-October 9,
1995.
two-stage Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) rocket was used to " Thus, ihe Venus encounter on February 9, 1990, oc-
place the combined Orbiter and Probe on a Venus-Earth- cuffed in Earth-Venus cruise; Earth-1 encounter on De-
cember 8, 1990, occurred in Venus-Earth cruise; the
1Consultant to the TDA Mission Support and DSN Operations Gaspra asteroid encounter on October 29, 1991, occurred
Office. in Earth-Earth cruise; Earth-2 encounter on December 8,
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1992, will also occur in Earth-Earth cruise; and tile po-
tential for an Ida asteroid encounter will occur in Earth-
Jupiter cruise. The final decision to commit to an Ida
encounter has not been made at tlle time of this writing.
il. DSN Configuration for Galileo Launch
and Initial Acquisition
The first acquisition of the S-band (2295-MIIz) down-
link signal from the spacecraft by DSS 16, on October
18, 1989, marked the beginning of full DSN operational
support for Galileo. This most significant event was the
culmination of more than ten years of planning, and the
start of the DSN support for the 1989 Galileo mission to
Jupiter, which is planned to continue to November 7, 1997
(end of Prime Mission).
The DSN configuration required for Galileo launch and
cruise support in accordance with the Support Instrumen-
tation Requirements Document and the NASA Support
Plan commitments is shown in Fig. 4. This configuration
includes all the stations of the network that are required
for support at various stages of the Galileo mission. The
26-m antennas performed a critical role in the initial acqui-
sition sequences and the first Earth encounter in December
1990. They are not able to provide support again until
the second Earth encounter in December 1992. Because
the Galileo high-gain antenna (HGA) remained stowed for
the first one and a half years of the mission, the early
phases of the mission relied on one or the other of the two
low-gain antennas (LGA's). Resulting minimal telecom-
munications link margins necessitated the use of the DSN
70-m antennas within a few weeks of launch to achieve the
relatively high data rates desired for spacecraft and science
instrument characterization.
The current DSN capabilities are adequate to support
Galileo telemetry data rates from 10 bps to 134.4 kbps
(convolutionally coded) and command at 32 bps (Man-
chester coded). Until the HGA is deployed, the space-
craft can support only S-band downlink and S-band up-
link. When the HGA becomes available, an operational
X-band (8415-MHz) downlink will be used for telemetry,
and an X-band uplink capability will be demonstrated for
command use.
Navigation and radio science data will be provided by
the DSN radio metric systems by using Doppler, ranging,
and very long baseline interferometery (VLBI) techniques.
A new, high-precision navigation data type called delta
differential one-way range (ADOR) will also be used by
the DSN on this mission.
Wideband digital communications links among all thre,
complexes and the Network Operations Control Cente:
(NOCC) at JPL will allow the real-time transmission o:
telemetry data to the project at the maximum Galileo dat_
rate of 134.4 kbps.
The NOCC has the capability to provide the project.
with permanent data records in tape or file form, from
which errors and omissions have been removed in accor-
dance with an agreed level of criticality. These are called
Intermediate Data Records (IDR's) and are used by the
project for further processing to extract engineering or sci-
ence data and for archival purposes.
A period of intense test and training exercises car-
ried out over the preceding nine months had prepared
the DSN operations personnel for the critical initial ac-
quisition phase of the mission. Because this was a Shuttle
launch combined with an IUS injection vehicle, a high de-
gree of coordination and technical interfacing with other
centers was involved. To prepare for this, tile DSN par-
ticipated in the Galileo Joint Integrated Simulation Tests
with Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Johnson Space Cen-
ter, and the Air Force Consolidated Space and Test Center
(CSTC). In these tests, state vectors were received from
CSTC and processed by the DSN Navigation Team to pro-
duce predictions for eventual use by the initial acquisi-
tion station in making its first contact with the spacecraft.
Data transfers were made in a timely manner and delivered
to the correct destinations.
A Galileo/STS-34 Readiness Review was held on Au-
gust 31, 1989, and the Review Board's assessment based
on these results confirmed that the DSN was ready to sup-
port the launch.
A final Operational Readiness Test at Goldstone on
September 15, using DSS 12 and DSS 16 in the cross-
support mode, and a final proficiency test at DSS 46 to ver-
ify some last-minute modifications to the receiver/exciter
on September 17, allowed the DSN to declare "ready for
launch support" status. STS-34 was successfully launched
from KSC on October 18, 1989, at 16:53:40 UTC, and the
subsequent deployment of the IUS and Galileo spacecraft
from the shuttle cargo bay on revolution 5 (rev. 5) was
nominal.
Following deployment, all events of concern to the DSN
were controlled by a very detailed Initial Acquisition Plan
that provided DSN parameters for all possible combina-
tions of launch time and actual deployment and injection
conditions. The critical events in this period are shown
in the IUS/Galileo nominal trajectory profile of Fig. 5. In
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accordance with this plan, initial acquisition of the IUS
S-band signal prior to IUS separation from the spacecraft
was accomplished by DSS 16, followed 20 minutes later
by acquisition of the Galileo S-band downlink first at DSS
16, and immediately thereafter at DSS 12. This provided
continuous telemetry coverage of the critical IUS/Galileo
separation event, which occurred 10 minutes later. The
timely delivery of all the required state vectors from CSTC
to the NOCC, enabled the DSN Navigation Team to run
the necessary pointing predictions and transmit them to
the stations for use in these time-critical sequences.
III. Earth-Venus Cruise
With the critical DSN-to-spacecraft telecommunica-
tions link firmly established in the two-way mode, the
DSN settled down to continuous tracking passes at high
data rates, while the project set about verifying and condi-
tioning the spacecraft in accordance with the Earth-Venus
(E-V) timeline shown in Fig. 6.
A command memory load consisting of 128 elements
was uplinked over DSS 61 on October 25, and a Probe
checkout over DSS 63, DSS 43, and DSS 14 on October
26 at 28.8 kbps captured 26.7 hours of Probe data. The
first of many calibrations of the spacecraft radio-frequency
system, called the radio-frequency system automatic gain
control (RFSAGC) was carried out on October 27 over
DSS 63. These events and the prevailing data rates are also
shown in Fig. 6, together with a profile of DSN tracking
required to support them.
As the Earth-to-spacecraft range continued to increase,
the telemetry signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) began to fall
rapidly, which necessitated a continuous demand for
70-m support to sustain even a 1200-bps telemetry data
rate. Galileo's dependency on 70-m support created severe
conflicts for other DSN users, and conflict resolution be-
came a continuing critical activity. By mid-November the
spacecraft changed from LGA1 to LGA2 in order to sus-
tain the 1200-bps telemetry rate needed for the Trajectory
Correction Maneuver 2 (TCM-2) and science instrument
calibrations and checkout, which were scheduled for the
month of December. TCM-2 was supported by the DSN
without any problems and excellent radio metric data were
provided to the Galileo Navigation Team.
On December 13 in the midst of this intense 70-m activ-
ity, the right-side inboard elevation bearing on the DSS-63
antenna failed, and the antenna was immobilized. The
DSN responded immediately, and a team of JPL engineers
arrived on-site on December 15 to start repair work. Under
heavy pressure because of the rapidly approaching Venus
encounter and working under extremely difficult winter
conditions, the Team was able to report that the bear-
ing replacement was complete and that the antenna was
operational on January 25, 1990. This outage required
Galileo to replan the science instrument checkout events,
but no science data were lost, since active science events
had not started at that time.
By the beginning of January 1990, the Project reported
that TCM-2, which had been executed in December, was
very satisfactory, based on the radio metric data that had
been analyzed since then. These data were being used to
refine the Venus targeting parameter for the Venus flyby
in February 1990. The replanned science instrument cal-
ibrations executed during the Christmas period had been
replayed over DSS 43 by then, and were found to be quite
satisfactory despite some minor anomalies. Because of
DSS-63 downtime, Galileo tracking time had been nego-
tiated to minimize data loss through January 31, 1990.
DSN support with the remainder of the Network contin-
ued to meet minimum requirements, using DSS 61 as a
fill-in for DSS 63.
On January 1, DSS 15 returned to operational status,
and the first of the 34-m X-band transmitters on this an-
tenna was expected to be operational by January 15. This
capability on all three high-efficiency (HEF) antennas had
been committed for support later in the Galileo mission.
The 34-m X-band uplink was to be used for a command
demonstration. It was also considered to be a vital ca-
pability for the Gravitational Wave Experiment in 1994
and 1995. The 34-m HEF antennas were also to be used
to generate high-precision (50-nanoradian) ADOR naviga-
tion data.
However, analysis had shown that a ADOR demon-
stration on S-band (using the ADOR tones already im-
plemented in the spacecraft radio system for the later
demonstration on X-band) could yield significantly im-
proved navigation data for the Earth 1 encounter, which
would occur well before the planned X-band became avail-
able from the spacecraft in May 1991. Consequently, a
set of seven demonstration passes of S-band ADOR was
planned, the first of which was scheduled for January 9 and
would use the baseline pairs between DSS 14 and DSS 65,
and DSS 14 and DSS 43.
DSN support for Galileo continued to work around the
DSS-63 outage by relying heavily on support from DSS
61. The DSN status for the Venus encounter was now
conditional upon DSS 63 returning to service. This was
expected to occur on January 21, coincident with the re-
turn of Signal Processing Center (SPC) 60 to operations
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after some extensive modifications of SPC 60 for purposes
of relocation and integration of DSS 66.
While the bearing repair progressed at DSS 63, the DSN
worked through seven of the S-band ADOR demonstration
passes by using the baseline pairs of DSS 14 and DSS 65,
and DSS 14 and DSS 43. One of the passes failed because
of a software anomaly relating to tracking across a day-
of-year change (which was subsequently corrected), and
one was lost due to a spacecraft emergency. The other
five yielded excellent data according to evaluation by the
Galileo Navigation Team. The lessons learned by both
the DSN and the Project from this demonstration were
incorporated in the planning for the Earth encounter later
in the year, when a much larger ADOR campaign was
proposed.
The Galileo Project declared a spacecraft emergency on
January 15 due to an unexpected switch to the fault pro-
tection mode, which resulted in a downlink change from
1200 to 10 bps. This occurred near the end of the Gold-
stone view period, and a Pioneer track was preempted to
give Galileo additional time for assessment of the space-
craft's condition. The problem was rapidly diagnosed to
be an incorrect command that had been sent earlier, and
the spacecraft was commanded back to 1200 bps.
DSS-15 X-band uplink capability was declared to be
operational on January 22, and the DSN began a series
of operational verification tests to qualify it. for future
Galileo support. Operational Readiness Tests were being
conducted simultaneously, with all elements of the DSN
and Project to prepare for the rapidly approaching Venus
encounter. Meanwhile, the DSS-63 elevation bearing re-
placement was on schedule for completion on January 25
at 14:00 UTC, with the full operational status on January
26 at 00:00 UTC following two satisfactory demonstration
passes.
The two successful demonstration passes, plus two ad-
ditional tracking passes finally resolved the remaining DSN
concerns regarding DSS-63 support for the Galileo-Venus
encounter, which was then scheduled for the period from
February 8-17. Venus closest approach was to occur at
22:10 PST on February 9 at an altitude of approximately
17,000 km, during mutual view at DSS 43 and DSS 63.
The gravity assist expected from the flyby was equivalent
to a velocity increase AV of 2.2 km/sec. The downlink
bit rate would be 40 bps at that time, but would increase
to 1200 bps as soon as the link margins improved at the
higher DSN antenna elevation angles.
The DSN made a special provision for critical Class 1
support throughout the Venus flyby phase. This included
diesel generater power and communications backup, as
well as spectrum protection during the important two-day
memory readout period on February 13-14 when special
selected infrared and video images would be returned at
1200 bps. On February 8 the DSN was declared ready to
support the Venus encounter phase with no anomalies or
exceptions being reported. Closest approach occurred at
an altitude of 16,123 km at 05:58:48 UTC, February 10,
1990.
The Galileo encounter of Venus was supported by DSS
43 and DSS 63. Bad weather at DSS 43 degraded the
already marginal telecommunications conditions for 1200-
bps telemetry. However, excellent ranging and Doppler
data were generated by both stations. Early in the DSS-
63 pass, the spacecraft ranging channel was turned off to
improve the telecommunications margin for the 1200-bps
telemetry, which consisted only of engineering data.
Playback of selected images began with the DSS-14
pass on Tuesday, February 13. Because the limited data
rate precluded a direct playback off the spacecraft tape
recorder, the data were played into Command and Data
Subsystem (CDS) memory and then transmitted to Earth
in the engineering data format via memory readouts
(MRO's). Although this introduced considerable complex-
ity into the operational procedures for tile DSN station op-
erators, the procedure had received much attention during
the pre-encounter test and training exercises, and was ex-
ecuted without problems.
About three hours into the DSS-14 pass, the 70-m an-
tenna was put to "stow" because of high winds at Gold-
stone. DSS 43 was called up from a Pioneer pass and was
able to resume the Galileo track at spacecraft rise, which
occurred one and a half hours later. Approximately 1 hr
and 23 min of imaging telemetry was lost, which amounted
to about one third of the first Venus image. It was de-
cided to try to recover these data in October, when the
entire Venus sequence would be replayed under improved
telecommunications conditions.
All the remaining MRO passes were carried out in the
"ranging off," "listen only" diplexer bypass mode to max-
imize the SNR for the 1200-bps telemetry rate. MRO se-
quences continued through February 14, when critical cov-
erage throughout the Network was lifted at the end of the
DSS-43 pass. Reports from the Galileo science team com-
mented very favorably on the quality of the data received,
the excellent performance of tile DSN in handling the com-
plex operational procedures, and on the response to unex-
pected problems that occurred during the encounter pe-
riod. Due to the low data rate, only three images and
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limited other science data were planned from this MRO
process. However, of utmost importance to the Project
was the DSN Doppler and ranging data to be used by the
Navigation Team for orbit determination, and by the Ra-
dio Science Team for Venus ephemeris improvement.
IV. Venus-Earth Cruise
Within a few days of the Venus encounter, the sus-
tainable telemetry data rate on the 70-m antennas had
dropped to 40 bps, and by March 7 it had fallen still fur-
ther to 10 bps. This was due to the orientation of the
spacecraft with the spin axis pointed to the Sun. The
activity profile for this phase of the mission is shown in
Fig. 7.
On March 12 the spacecraft switched to its alternate
LGA, and because of the more favorable Earth-spacecraft
sight line, the signal margins slowly started to improve.
DSN support for Galileo continued at 10 bps without prob-
lems, although the B-string telemetry equipment at the
stations experienced difficulty in maintaining lock due to
the non-optimum use of the higher frequency subcarrier
(360 KHz) for this extremely low bit rate. However, the
Project elected at that time not to change the subcarrier
to the design value of 22.5 KHz for other reasons.
In addition, the DSN began to experience a problem
known as "false lock" due to the prevailing minimal SNR
of the Galileo downlink telemetry signal. To alleviate this
problem, a special operational procedure was developed
in which receiver lock was first established and verified,
before lockup of the telemetry processors was attempted.
Although this procedure resulted in some delay to the de-
livery of the telemetry data, it avoided the excessive delays
that were being caused by false lock conditions.
In early April, the project decided to raise tlle data
rate to 40 bps, which required the DSN to operate the
70-m antennas in the "listen only" diplexer bypass mode
to maximize the link margin. Even under these conditions
telemetry performance was at times marginal.
Following repair of the DSS-63 elevation bearing, it had
been decided to inspect and carry out a hearing mainte-
nance program on the other two 70-m antennas to assure
their availability for the balance of the Venus-Earth (V-
E) segment of the mission. The impact of this pIan on tile
Galileo mission sequences already loaded in the spacecraft,
particularly tlle trajectory correction maneuvers shown in
Fig. 7, was evaluated in some detail by the Project. Even-
tually, a workable plan was developed, and the eleva/Aon-
hearing maintainence program was successfully completed
prior to Earth-1 encounter.
The VEEGA mission design called for many periodic
TCM's that depended on precision ranging and Doppler
navigation data to be provided by the DSN. These data
were provided as required, and met or exceeded the pre-
launch commitments for quality and accuracy.
Encouraged by the results from the first S-band ADOR
demonstration in January and February, the Galileo Navi-
gation Team asked for DSN support for an S-band ADOR
campaign that would yield a minimum of eight good passes
on each baseline. These data would be used as the prime
navigation data type for tile Earth-1 encounter, and would
have the potential for realizing a significant spacecraft fuel
savings if the accuracies could be met. Tile DSN agreed to
schedule about twice as many passes as needed, to ensure
that the minimum requirements could be met.
Between August 21 and November 22, 1990, 27 ADOR
passes were completed, 16 of which were on the north-
south baseline (DSS 14-DSS 43) and 11 on the east-west
baseline (DSS 63-DSS 14). Of this total, 23 were suc-
cessful and yielded good data, while four failed for various
operational reasons. Overall, however, the yield of good
data far exceeded the minimum data return requested by
the Project, and contributed significantly to the outstand-
ing targeting accuracy achieved for tile actual Earth-1 en-
counter.
A considerable effort went into planning an optimum
operational strategy for DSN tracking through the rapid
station transfers that would occur during the short time
interval around closest approach to Earth (960 kin). The
DSN conducted extensive classroom training sessions in
Pasadena for key personnel from all three complexes, and
carried out a comprehensive series of Earth encounter sim-
ulation exercises, to ensure the highest possible level of
proficiency for the encounter. By integrating this effort
with the Project's plan for preparing the Galileo Flight
Team, it was possible to make the most effective use of
the limited DSN and spacecraft time available for test and
training purposes, without compromising the level of pro-
ficiency required by all personnel.
The 34-m and 26-m stations at Canberra, Madrid,
and Goldstone supported the operationally intense, four-
hour period of Galileo Earth-1 encounter, from 18:00 UTC
through 22:00 UTC on December 8, 1990, with no signifi-
cant incidents or anomalies reported.
During this period, very high signal levels (greater than
-100 dBm) were able to sustain telemetry data rates at
115.2 kbps and 134.4 kbps. One hundred percent of the
available telemetry data was delivered to the Project.
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The operationally complicated strategy to accommo-
date the high-angle and Doppler rates while rapidly trans-
ferring uplink and downlink from DSS 42, to DSS 61, to
DSS 12, and back to DSS 42 in this short period, was
carried out perfectly by all supporting elements of DSN
operations.
The time-critical two-way transfer from DSS 42 to
DSS 61 at the mutual low elevation of 6 degrees oc-
curred at 18:52 UTC on schedule. DSS 61 continued
to track through the spacecraft switch from coherent to
noncoherent mode at 19:38 UTC until the spacecraft exe-
cuted its stored command to switch from LGA1 to LGA2
at 20:i5 UTC. The critical ground backup command to
switch the LGA's was correctly transmitted at 20:16 UTC,
as planned, prior to turning off tlle station transmitter.
Four minutes later, at 20:20 UTC, the spacecraft reverted
to the two-way coherent mode.
The expected drop in downlink signal strength due to
the spacecraft antenna switch did not occur, and as a con-
sequence DSS 61 was able to maintain lock on the downlink
until 20:25 UTC when track was terminated due to ap-
proaching limits on the antenna slew rate. However, DSS
66, which was tracking in backup mode, was able to track
down to spacecraft set, thereby providing an additional 15
minutes of telemetry data beyond that which was called
for in the planned sequence. Earth closest approach oc-
curred at 20:34:34 UTC at an altitude of 960 km over the
Caribbean Sea, out of view of the DSN between Madrid
set and Goldstone rise. Immediately upon spacecraft rise
at Goldstone, DSS 12 acquired the one-way downlink with
telemetry in lock at 134.4 kbps at 20:40 UTC as scheduled.
Two-way acquisition was completed at 20:46:53 UTC.
The second time-critical transfer from DSS 12 to DSS
42 was planned for 21:10 UTC when the spacecraft's best
lock frequency would be seen simultaneously by both sta-
tions. DSS 42 was able to acquire the incoming signal
about three minutes early, and complete the transfer on
time at 21:10 UTC.
From this point on, DSS 42 continued to provide track-
ing support at 134.4 kbps and 115.2 kbps until the end
of the scheduled pass at 06:20:00 UTC the following day.
Throughout this critical period, the DSN executed all the
complex, time sensitive sequences without error, due in no
small part to the well-planned test, training and documen-
tation effort that preceded the real-time events.
The effort expended by the DSN on the ADOR cam-
paign prior to the encounter was well justified when the
Galileo Navigation Team estimated that tile improved tar-
geting errors resulting from use of the ADOR data trans-
lated into a spacecraft fuel savings of approximately 6 kg,
an important factor for consideration in the eventual de-
sign of the Jupiter satellite tour.
In the immediate post-encounter period, the Project
took advantage of the prevailing telecommunication link
performance to return all the Earth encounter science data
at high bit rates. However, as the Earth-spacecraft range
increased, the link margin rapidly decreased, and the sus-
tainable bit rate declined again to 40 bps by the end of
January 1991. By that time, the DSN had resumed regu-
lar tracking support on the spacecraft as the Project com-
menced the final days of the Venus-Earth segment of the
mission.
One of the final events of the Venus-Earth (VE) cruise
was the unfurling of the IIGA. This event was in the final
VE sequence. However, on March 26 the spacecraft ex-
perienced a bus reset signal and consequently safed itself.
The sating incident automatically canceled the on-board
sequence. So, the HGA unfurling attempt was carried out
with real-time commands on April 11, 1991.
The unfurling was not successful. Real-time observa-
tions by the Spacecraft Team detected a quick ramp-up
in motor current to well above the expected value. The
redundant deployment motors ran for eight minutes, at
which time the sequence turned them off. A normal full
deployment would have been completed in about three
minutes. Then a microswitch should have cut off the mo-
tors. No microswitches tripped. Two other observations
also pointed to an HGA anomaly. Namely, the spacecraft's
spin rate decreased by less than that expected for a full
deployment. Finally, the sun gate indicated an obscura-
tion.
It was immediately determined that except for the
HGA, the spacecraft was completely normal. An anomaly
investigation team was then convened. Intensive model-
ing, analysis, and testing have been carried out and re-
fined since then. The primary scenario is that three (of
the eighteen) ribs are restrained in the stow position. Two
additional ribs may have been involved initially and se-
quentially released. But no hardware is thought to have
suffered any damage or structural failure.
The HGA anomaly team, now called the HGA Recov-
ery Team, has determined that to free the stuck ribs, the
antenna tower must be expanded and contracted to walk
the guide pins out. A warming turn was conducted in
May, then cooling turns in July and August (see Fig. 8)
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were supported by the DSN. Each involved about 50 hours
of near-continuous coverage, with many more tracks after
the turn to analyze the results. To date, the turns have
not been successful in freeing the ribs.
V. Earth-Earth Cruise Summary (Through
Gaspra Encounter)
As a result of the tIGA anomaly, the DSN lost two sig-
nificant opportunities planned for early in the Earth-Earth
cruise. First of these was a long constraint length Viterbi
decoding demonstration planned for May and June. A
constraint length = 15, rate = 1/4 convolutional code was
implemented on the spacecraft to enable better perfor-
mance for the Io encounter. This code was implemented
only for X-band, which is dependent on the HGA. So the
Big Viterbi Decoder implementation has continued with-
out tile use of flight data.
Also lost during this period was the X-band uplink
demonstration. This was to be a one-station demonstra-
tion during opposition. This demonstration is in sup-
port of the Gravitational Wave Experiment. Two brief
X-band uplink periods were undertaken in support of an
tIGA characterization, but were in no way beneficial to
the Gravity Wave Experiment.
The spacecraft again entered sating on May 3, 1991.
Extensive ground problem isolation activities were initi-
ated during the DSS-43 pass to determine that the problem
was not on the ground. After determining the state of the
spacecraft, recovery plans were initiated, and the Project
requested extra ground support. The DSN consequently
provided continous coverage from May 3, 1991, when the
problem was first noticed, through 9:00 P.M. PDT on May
4, 1991.
The rest of 199I was devoted to two primary activities:
trying to overcome the HGA anomaly, and preparing for
the first asteroid encounter. The maneuvers to free the
stuck HGA ribs have been discussed briefly above. Fig-
ure 8 is included as a time line for this period. More details
on the Gaspra encounter support follow.
After the HGA anomaly, the DSN recommended to
the Project that the DSN could better support the low
data rates on the 22.5-kHz subcarrier. A demonstation
was scheduled for July 23, but the spacecraft had gone
into fault protection and reverted to a repeating mem-
ory dump at 10 bps sometime following the tracking sup-
port on July 19. This was discovered on July 22, 1991,
and recovery was not accomplished until July 25. The
22.5-klIz subcarrier demonstration was rescheduled for
August 23, 1991. It was successful, and improved per-
formance led to the decision to operate on tlle 22.5-kIIz
subcarrier through the Gaspra optical navigation recov-
ery period, the Gaspra encounter, and indefinitely during
subsequent low data rate operations.
Planning for tile asteroid Gaspra encounter necessitated
an early decision to commit to an LGA encounter. This
commitment involved much less optical navigation data
than had been planned with the IIGA, thereby making
those data even more critical to the Navigation Team. Op-
tical navigation data has become a key data type for the
Galileo mission. DSN support to recover the data was
crucial for Gaspra, as the data rate was reduced to 40
bps during this time frame. To recover the optical naviga-
tion data, it was necessary to play the imaging data from
the tape recorder to the CDS, and then subsequently read
the data out as a subset of the engineering data. This is
analagous to the Venus MRO's, only at. the reduced data
rate. The DSN supported nearly 400 hours of these opti-
cal navigation playbacks, with no significant problems. As
can be seen in Fig. 8, these playbacks occurred throughout
September and October.
As for previous encounters, the DSN made special pro-
vision for critical Class I support throughout tile Gaspra
encounter, including the final time-critical optical naviga-
tion frame. MRT's were conducted at all three 70-m sites,
and classroom training was provided in Pasadena for key
Project and DSN personnel. A Gaspra Readiness Review
was held by the Project on October 14, 1991, and the DSN
was declared ready for support at that time.
Accomplishing the encounter on the LGA also meant
that no real-time science could be realized; only 10-bps
engineering from a 70-m antenna was possible at closest
approach. Furthermore, only one tape load of science data
could be realized. In fact, one track was reserved for en-
gineering data in case analysis of anomalous spacecraft
events might be required. Despite this constraint, the
Project was able to realize excellent science, and recover
on the tape recorder essentially all the basic science goals.
These data will be relayed to the ground when higher data
rates are achievable during the Earth-2 flyby period.
Closest approach to Gaspra occurred on October 29,
1991. Galileo passed within 1601 km of the main-belt, S-
type asteroid. The time of closest approach was 22:36:59
UTC.
Subsequent to the encounter, it was decided to attempt
to recover one image of Gaspra in the same fashion as was
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done for the early Venus playback data, and the aforemen-
tioned Gaspra optical navigation data. There were two
contributing factors to this decision: (I) DSN performance
was significantly better than had been predicted, which
allowed 40-bps capability for a few weeks after Gaspra en-
counter; and (2) high probability was established for being
able to recover the medium resolution image.
This image was about 77 lines long (out of 800 for a full
image). When it was recovered within the first three days
of scheduled DSN time, a decision was made to attempt
to recover more images of Gaspra. Within the window of
the time Galileo had reserved to recover the one image,
it became possible to play back a total of four images of
Gaspra, each through a different filter. DSS 43 was the
only DSN antenna to be utilized for this effort because of
significantly better elevations during the passes. The four
images permitted a full-color Gaspra image. The 40-bps
data rate was only supportable in the low-noise, diplexer
bypass mode for this period.
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Fig.3.Galileotrajectory.
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Appendix
The total tracking support provided to the Galileo
Project by the DSN in the period from launch (Octo-
ber 1989) through the Gaspra encounter (October 1991) is
shown in Fig. A-1. The height of each bar represents the
number of tracking hours scheduled for the month, with
the lost time shown as a blank at the top, and the actual
support time shown as shading within the bar.
During the review period, 8224.65 hours of support
on all antennas was scheduled, of which 98.67 percent
(8115.58 hours) was actually provided and 1.33 percent
(109.07 hours) was lost for various operational and tech-
nical reasons. The large peaks in tracking time provided
for launch in October:December 1989, Earth encounter in
November-December 1990 and Gaspra encounter in Octo-
ber 1991 are clearly evident.
The telemetry data capture performance is also shown
in Fig. A-1 as a profile at the the top of the figure. The
vertical scale shows the monthly percentage of available
data captured and delivered to the Project. A level better
than 95 percent was maintained for the entire period.
The command performance is reflected in the total
number of commands sent to the spacecraft and the num-
ber of aborts over the period October 1989-December
1991: The number of commands transmitted was 6202
and the number of commands aborted was 7.
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